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Abstract Attributed to the miniaturized body size and active mobility, micro- and nanomotors (MNMs)

have demonstrated tremendous potential for medical applications. However, from bench to bedside,

massive efforts are needed to address critical issues, such as cost-effective fabrication, on-demand inte-

gration of multiple functions, biocompatibility, biodegradability, controlled propulsion and in vivo navi-

gation. Herein, we summarize the advances of biomedical MNMs reported in the past two decades, with

particular emphasis on the design, fabrication, propulsion, navigation, and the abilities of biological bar-

riers penetration, biosensing, diagnosis, minimally invasive surgery and targeted cargo delivery. Future

perspectives and challenges are discussed as well. This review can lay the foundation for the future di-

rection of medical MNMs, pushing one step forward on the road to achieving practical theranostics using

MNMs.
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Figure 1 Medical micro- and nanomotors (MNMs) and their ap-

plications in the body.
1. Introduction

Nature has created sophisticated molecular motors such as myosin,
kinesin and dynein1. These tiny machines, engineered with local
fuel, function efficiently to ensure life activities in biological sys-
tems2. Inspired by this, scientists have invented artificial counter-
parts namely micro- and nanomotors (MNMs). MNMs are micro-/
nanoscale devices capable of performing complex tasks in liquid
media by transforming various energy sources into mechanical
motion or actuation3. They can be propelled either by chemical fuels
(e.g., H2O2

4,5, glucose4,6, urea7,8, H2O
9,10, etc.) or external physical

fields (e.g., magnetic11e14 and electric field15,16, light17,18, ultra-
sound19,20, etc.). The idea ofMNMswas first envisioned by Richard
Feynman in a lecture “There’s plenty of roomat the bottom” in 1959,
where it was imagined to swallow the surgeon for the treatment of
diseases21.Later, this fantasy emerged in sciencefictionmovies such
as the classic “Fantastic Voyage” in 1966 and the recent “Ant-Man”
in 2015, which described shrunken men with small sizes to execute
tasks. In fact, dreams of miniaturizing a machine come into reality
due to the great advances in synthetic chemistry, material chemistry
and nanotechnology. In 2002, scientists succeeded in reducing the
motor size to a centimeter scale22, followed by the birth of motors
with micro/nanometer levers in 2004. Since then, the past two de-
cades havewitnessed the booming development ofMNMs including
fabrication approaches, motion control strategies and potential ap-
plications3. During this time, a large number of motors with diverse
compositions (inorganic materials23,24, polymers25,26 or bio-
hybrid27e29) and geometries (Janus sphere30,31, tubes32,33, rods23,34,
helix35,36, etc.) have been widely designed and fabricated through
bottom-up, top-down, or hybrid strategies. The flexibility of these
fabrication techniques and diversity of compositions further facili-
tate the intelligentization ofMNMs,which are capableof adapting to
specificmicroenvironments37. As one of themost important aspects
of intelligent MNMs, on-demand motion control including speed
regulation and multidimensions manipulation (directional and col-
lective behaviors38) is essential. Through motion control, MNMs
can provide precise and active cargo transportation in different
applied microenvironments, which offers great opportunities for
MNMs to revolutionize the conventional biomedical field.

Medical MNMs are aiming for the diagnosis, prevention, and
treatment of diseases, with the capability of executing pre-
programmed medical procedures in complex biological microen-
vironments39. Apart from common characteristics of conventional
passive micro- and nanoparticles, active motion behaviors offer
tremendous potential for biomedical applications such as drug
delivery, microsurgery, biosensing and detoxification3,39,40. For
instance, in the field of drug delivery, active MNMs are possible to
improve in vitro and in vivo performances, including cellular up-
take41,42, site-directed cell killing43 and in vivo therapeutic effi-
cacy44,45. Due to their mobility, medical MNMs exhibit superior
functions in overcoming biological barriers such as vasculature46,
vitreous47, mucosal48,49 and more recently, the challenging
bloodebrain barrier (BBB)50. With these promising advances,
MNMs have been considered the next generation of drug carriers
in the biomedical field51. Besides, as miniaturized devices, MNMs
are also employed as mobile therapeutic tools for minimally
invasive microsurgery47,52,53. They can perform precise incisions
with wireless control in diseased sites that are generally confined
spaces, which are hard to achieve using conventional surgical
procedures. Furthermore, other critical biomedical applications
such as in vivo imaging have also been demonstrated recently8,54.
The commonly used imaging techniques such as fluorescence,
ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging, provide great op-
portunities to visualize MNMs in vivo40.

Despite the promising progress, challenges such as biosafety
and reproducibility remain to be addressed on the way to real
clinical translation. As it is still at an infancy stage, an overview of
the fundamental and current progress is urgently needed. Although
several detailed reviews of medical MNMs have been reported, a
comprehensive summary of MNMs in biomedicine with related
fundamentals is still lacking. Here, we aim to provide compre-
hensive perspectives of medical MNMs with emphasis on the
design, propulsion and control strategies, as well as the recent
advances in biomedical applications (Fig. 1). Challenges and
future directions of medical MNMs are discussed as well. By
summarizing the current progress, we hope that our review can lay
the foundation for further development and clinical translation of
medical MNMs in the future.

2. Design and fabrication of MNMs

Concerning biomedical applications, the fabrication of MNMs
encounters some significant challenges due to their small size3. At
a micro/nanoscale where Reynolds number (Re) is low, Brownian

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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diffusion and viscous drag dominate, significantly affecting the
active motion of MNMs55. The viscous drag can counteract any
applied forces which permit no longer continuous motion. On the
other hand, Brownian diffusion generated from constant collisions
between particles and surrounding solvent molecules is greatly
enhanced with the decreased size of particles. To address these
problems, MNMs should be designed to behave in continuous and
directional motion by instantaneous forces. For that purpose,
asymmetric geometry of MNMs or asymmetric distribution of
actuating ingredients (e.g., energy sources, reaction products) is
usually needed. In this section, we summarize the design and
fabrication of MNMs, along with their pros and cons.

2.1. Deposition

Deposition is a versatile strategy to fabricate MNMs with different
morphologies and sizes. It normally allows flexible utilization of
diverse materials. There are two important categories of deposi-
tion, namely physical vapor deposition (PVD) and electrochemical
deposition, respectively. PVD involves the vaporization of the
target materials by an electron beam or ionized argon gas, fol-
lowed by the film formation on the surface of a well-arranged
substrate normally a monolayer of micro- and nanoparticles56.
Therefore, an asymmetrical structure can be realized easily
through elemental deposition once released from the substrate.
Different from conventional PVD (perpendicular deposition at a
fixed angle onto the substrate), glancing angle deposition
(GLAD), or dynamic shadowing growth enables a flexible vapor
depositing angle and substrate variability, allowing for more op-
portunities to fabricate MNMs with diverse structures such as V-
shape57 or tadpole shape (Fig. 2A)58. In addition, with the depo-
sition of physical field-responsive components (e.g., magnetic
materials), this technique is widely used for the fabrication of
powerful MNMs that are capable of moving in complicated bio-
logical environment59. For instance, magnetic Ni was deposited on
the spiral plant templates using electron beam evaporation,
resulting in helical micromotors with powerful magnetic propul-
sion60. By using varied templates, MNMs with different shapes
are easily accessible.

For electrochemical deposition, it is more convenient for a
variety of scaffolds ranging from inorganic to organic materials
via redox reactions or an external electrical current and allows
the fabrication of MNMs based on the porous membrane tem-
plate56,59. The porous membrane template is normally used as a
cathode for the deposition of materials. During the process, the
geometry of MNMs can be controlled simply by tuning the
parameters such as the pore shape and size of the membrane
template, the density of the applied current, or the electrode-
position time. For example, tubular micromotors with different
lengths could be fabricated by membrane template-assisted
electrodeposition with varying deposition time61. The obtained
motors exhibited interesting length-depending motion behavior,
which provides a fundamental for the fabrication of MNMs with
desired moving efficiency. In addition, for biological applica-
tions, MNMs with better efficiency can be designed by applying
external fields. Li et al.62 developed a magneto-acoustic nano-
motor using template-assisted electrochemical deposition fol-
lowed by segment-selective chemical etching (Fig. 2B).
Actuated by magnetic and acoustic fields, such hybrid nano-
motors exhibited efficient motion even in blood and demon-
strated attractive collective behaviors, including stable
aggregation, swarm motion and swarm vortex. Another strategy
termed bipolar electrodeposition is also widely used for motor
fabrication. Differing from a static membrane, it involves
polarized deposition of conductive materials. In the presence of
an electric field, the conductive objects become bipolar elec-
trodes, where redox reactions occur. The topology of the de-
posits can be controlled by adjusting the viscosity of the solution
and the parameters of the applied electric field such as orien-
tation and amplitude63. For instance, Fattah et al.64 managed to
fabricate two kinds of Janus carbon microobjects with different
topologies based on bipolar electrodeposition. In this study,
manipulating the orientation of the electric field could alter the
alignment of the carbon object at a different angle, thus
obtaining a centered or non-centered deposition of copper.

2.2. Assembly

The assembly technique has been extensively investigated for the
fabrication of micro-/nanoparticles owing to the well-defined
structures, flexible functionality and massive production. Assem-
bly was first introduced in the field of MNMs in 201265,66. It
provides a flexible way to transform various components into
uniform miniaturized structures with desired shapes and sizes.
During the assembling process, catalytic engines, drugs, or im-
aging agents can be loaded easily, endowing the motors with
multifunctionalities for various applications. There are two kinds
of assembly techniques used for the fabrication of MNMs, namely
self-assembly of macromolecules and layer-by-layer (LBL) as-
sembly. The self-assembly technique involves the spontaneous
reorganization of molecules into patterns and structures. Wilson
and coworkers65 reported a stomatocyte-shaped nanomotor
transformed from a spherical polymersome after self-assembly of
a block copolymer polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene glycol) (Fig. 2C).
During the shape transformation, catalytic engines such as plat-
inum nanoparticles or enzymes67 can be encapsulated into the
cavity physically. The nanocavity is access to surrounding
chemical fuel for the propulsion of stomatocyte nanomotor.
Moreover, one of the important advantages of using self-assembly
is the flexible incorporation of smart polymers (responsive to
environmental stimuli), which allows for the design of intelligent
MNMs. By incorporating an atom-transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP) initiator followed by brush formation of a temperature-
sensitive poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) polymer
layer, Tu et al.25 created a stomatocyte nanomotor capable of
regulating movement via temperature change. The grown PNI-
PAM brush could function as a temperature-responsive valve to
control the access of hydrogen peroxide fuel to the nanocavity of
the stomatocyte, thus controlling the movement speed based on
the surrounding temperature. In addition, combined smart poly-
mers with therapeutic drugs, the assembly technique allows the
fabrication of stimuli-responsive MNMs for in-site drug release.
For instance, a redox-sensitive nanomotor based on amphiphilic
copolymers with disulfide bridges was fabricated for anticancer
drug delivery68. The incorporated disulfide bonds could be cleaved
in the presence of glutathione which is overexpressed in the tumor
microenvironment, thus achieving tumor environment-triggered
drug release. In addition, the incorporation of biocompatible
polymers is possible to endow medical MNMs with good
biocompatibility. For instance, by self-assembly, scientists devel-
oped a series of biocompatible and biodegradable nanomotors
using polymers such as poly(ethylene glycol)-b-polycaprolactone
(PEG-b-PCL)69 and poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(D,L-lactide)
(PEG-b-PDLLA)70,71 for nanomedicine.



Figure 2 Design and fabrication of MNMs. (A) Fabrication of a tadpole-like nanomotor based on PVD technique. Reprinted with the

permission from Ref. 58. Copyright ª 2009 WileyeVCH; (B) Preparation of a magneto-acoustic nanomotor using template-assisted electro-

chemical deposition followed by segment-selective chemical etching. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 62. Copyright ª 2015 American

Chemical Society; (C) Fabrication of stomatocyte-shaped nanomotors using macromolecular self-assembly technique. Reprinted with the

permission from Ref. 65. Copyright ª 2012 Nature Publishing Group; (D) fabrication of a platinum-engined Janus capsule via LBL assembly.

Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 66. Copyright ª 2012 American Chemical Society; (E) fabrication of a tubular hybrid micromotor with

catalase inside the cavity of a Ti/Au microtube. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 77. Copyright ª 2010 American Chemical Society; (F)

fabrication of RBC-based biohybrid motors encapsulated with asymmetrically distributed magnetic nanoparticles. Reprinted with the permission

from Ref. 81. Copyright ª 2014 American Chemical Society.
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LBL assembly is a common technique that applies various
interactions between alternating oppositely charged materials72.
These interactions include electronic interactions, hydrogen
bonding and coordination interactions, which are widely utilized
for the fabrication of various structures such as nanocapsules and
nanotubes73. By using a variety of materials ranging from inor-
ganic molecules, polymers, lipids and proteins to even assemblies,
LBL assembly enables the flexible design of MNMs with desired
shapes and sizes by altering the assembly process or the geometry
of the used templates74. Wu et al.66 developed a platinum-engined
Janus capsule based on poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) and poly(-
allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) (Fig. 2D). The asymmetrically
coated platinum catalysts were capable of decomposing hydrogen
peroxide to propel the motor. In addition to capsule structure,
tubular MNMs can also be prepared by LBL assembly. By using
two natural materials namely positively charged chitosan (CHI)
and negatively charged sodium alginate (ALG), the same group75

prepared a tubular nanomotor with good biocompatibility. These
polymers were absorbed into the pores of the polycarbonate
template, where the platinum catalysts were asymmetrically
distributed. With a conical shape beneficial for the release of
oxygen bubbles produced by platinum catalyzing, this assembled
nanomotor showed rocket-like behavior with a high speed of
74 mm/s. Another assembly technique based on polymer single
crystals (PSC) has also been developed76. It relates to the
assembling absorption of inorganic catalysts (e.g., platinum
nanoparticles) on crystalized polymers such as polycaprolactone
(PCL). This strategy also allows for the asymmetric distribution of
catalysts, thus enabling efficient motion. However, in terms of
bioapplications such as drug delivery, micro- and nanocarriers
with small sizes are preferred. Therefore, LbL assembly and
macromolecular self-assembly are the better choices for the
design and fabrication of medical MNMs.

2.3. Biohybrids

Biohybrid MNMs by integrating biological entities such as cata-
lytic enzymes, cells, microbes, or their membranes with synthetic
components have been developed as well. These combined
structures exhibit excellent properties such as efficient motion,
functionality and outstanding biosafety in complex physiological
environments. Catalytic catalase is capable of catalyzing the
decomposition of H2O2, which produces oxygen for motor pro-
pulsion. Sánchez’s group77 reported a tubular hybrid micromotor
with catalase inside the cavity of a Ti/Au microtube. The catalase
mediated the sufficient production of oxygen bubbles and drove
the motor more efficiently than those platinum-engined analogs
(Fig. 2E). However, high concentration of the added H2O2 fuel is
toxic and the local H2O2 concentration in disease sites is low, and
thus it is not an excellent choice for further biological applica-
tions. As a result, alternatives such as glucose oxidase, urease,
lipase, or enzymatic cascade emerged, and they exhibited great
potential for in vivo applications4,7,78. Recently, Hortelao and his
coworkers8 developed urease-powered hybrid nanomotors with
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swarming behavior and achieved in vivo monitoring in the bladder
by labeling the motor with 124I and 18F. Compared with nonmotile
counterparts, this motor demonstrated enhanced convection and
mixing in living reservoirs.

In addition to enzyme incorporation, cellular species such as
sperm cells, microorganisms and blood cells are also employed for
fabricating medical MNMs. A sperm cell-based biohybrid
microrobot with a ferromagnetic tubular structure was first pre-
sented by Magdanz et al.79. In this design, the sperm cell was
captured inside the microtube as an engine, while the ferromag-
netic components offered remote control of motion direction.
Similarly, with flagella structures for powerful propulsion, some
bacteria are also considered good candidates for the construction
of biohybrid motors. For example, a kind of microswimmer pro-
pelled by non-pathogenic Escherichia coli (E. coli) was developed
by Stanton et al.80. Here, the motor was built by adhering the
bacterium to metal caps of polystyrene (PS) Janus particle through
the surface hydrophobicity and charges. The preferential adhesion
to a specific site on the particle enabled multifunctionality of the
motor towards drug delivery. However, most exotic species may
suffer from immune attacks in vivo. Therefore, increasing efforts
have been made on blood cell-based MNMs to address biocom-
patibility and mobility issues in vitro or in vivo. Wu and co-
workers81 designed a red blood cell (RBC)-based motor
encapsulated with asymmetrically distributed magnetic nano-
particles (Fig. 2F). The asymmetry offered propelling forces under
applied ultrasound, and the magnetic components provided pre-
cise guidance in the presence of an external magnetic field. With
the preserved immunosuppressive property of RBCs, this bio-
hybrid system showed efficient movement even in whole blood.
Similar to intact cells, cellular components from different sources
such as cell membranes can also be utilized to endow biohybrid
MNMs with different types of characteristics. Wan et al.82 re-
ported a platelet-derived nanomotor for targeted thrombus therapy.
The motor was prepared through encapsulation of the platelet
membrane on the outer layer of a platinum-loaded porous nano-
structure. The platelet membrane provided the ability to target the
thrombus site while platinum offered near-infrared (NIR) light-
driven motion capability. Upon exposure to NIR irradiation, this
nanomotor loaded with thrombolytic and anticoagulant drugs,
exhibited enhanced penetration and in vivo therapeutic effect on
the thrombus.
3. Propulsion and control strategy

Since the booming development of various disciplines such as
materials and nanotechnology has facilitated the design and
fabrication of MNMs, the general basis of propulsive MNMs
needs a better understanding and should be used to promote the
on-demand design of MNMs for medical uses. In this section, we
first present the principles and strategies of how to propel MNMs,
including chemical propulsion and external physical field pro-
pulsion. Secondly, on the way to medical applications, we then
focus on the biocompatible propulsion of MNMs under the
complex biological environment which is different from that in
water. As the motion in biological settings has been achieved, we
intend to control their motion and provide better on-demand
manipulation of MNMs. In this part, the control of speed, direc-
tion and collective behavior is discussed. Before this, the basis of
motion dynamics including the calculation of speed and mean
squared displacement (MSD) are provided. Finally, once MNMs
are administered in vivo, they should be navigated to the targeted
sites, which mainly relies on the real-time tracking/imaging of
MNMs (individual entity or swarms) including optical imaging,
ultrasound imaging, magnetic imaging, ionizing radiation-based
imaging and photoacoustic imaging techniques.

3.1. General introduction of how to propel MNMs

The major difference between MNMs and conventional micro-/
nanostructures is the self-propulsive ability, which offers great
potential to revolutionize applications in various fields. The
fundamental of MNMs construction is how to utilize energies
from different environments for efficient propulsion. Based on the
energy sources, the motion mechanisms of MNMs are generally
classified into chemical propulsion and external physical field
propulsion.

3.1.1. Chemical propulsion
Chemical propulsion normally relies on the motor’s constituent
materials which can catalyze the reactions with substrate
fuels73,83. To obtain more directional and pronounced motion,
chemical-driven MNMs with asymmetrical distribution of cata-
lysts are usually designed. Based on the asymmetry structure, the
substrate fuel is decomposed to yield the concentration gradient of
products or generate bubbles on the catalyst side, thus propelling
MNMs forward. Basically, chemical propulsion mechanisms
include bubble propulsion, self-diffusiophoresis and self-
electrophoresis.

Bubble propulsion emerged as the earliest type of drive and
now is relatively well-developed. The chemical reactions of
bubbling MNMs mainly attribute to the framework materials or
the coated catalysts on the surface of the motors. The driving
forces are generated once the produced bubbles detach from the
motor structure, thus resulting in a continuous and rapid move-
ment of the motor in the opposite direction (Fig. 3A)84. However,
bubble propulsion normally requires a high concentration of
chemical fuels. Moreover, the generation of massive bubbles may
induce potential risks once the motors are used in the bodies.

Self-diffusiophoresis is usually caused by an asymmetric build-
up of catalytic products around the motors, which results in the
formation of product concentration gradients in the surrounding
environment (Fig. 3B)85. The formed gradients start to diffuse
away and further drive the motion of motors away from the
catalyst. Normally there are two kinds of diffusiophoresis namely
electrolyte and non-electrolyte diffusiophoresis86. Non-electrolyte
diffusiophoresis refers to the formation of nonionic gradients,
whereas electrolyte diffusiophoresis involves the ionic species that
diffuse with different speeds and induce a temporary electric field
around the motor particles. Compared with bubble propulsion,
MNMs based on self-diffusiophoresis normally move at a lower
rate87.

Different from self-diffusiophoresis, self-electrophoresis is
normally attributed to the asymmetric distribution of ionic prod-
ucts around the motors, which generates a local electric field
(Fig. 3C)88. The generated electric field induces an electrophoretic
effect, therefore, the charged MNMs move through the electric
field or generate mutual aggregation and repulsion behaviors.
MNMs based on self-electrophoresis act as self-contained elec-
trochemical cells, where oxidation and reduction reactions occur
at the anode and cathode of MNMs, respectively89. Paxton et al.90

fabricated Pt/Au bimetallic nanorods by electrochemical methods,
in which Pt catalyzed the decomposition of H2O2. The catalytic



Figure 3 Propulsion strategies of MNMs. (A) Bubble propulsion of MNMs. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 84. Copyright ª 2018

Multidisciplinary Digital Publishing Institute; (B) self-diffusiophoresis of MNMs. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 85. Copyright ª 2014

The Royal Society of Chemistry; (C) Self-electrophoresis of MNMs. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 88. Copyright ª 2006 American

Chemical Society; (D) light-driven MNMs. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 93. Copyright ª 2019 The Royal Society of Chemistry; (E)

magnetic field-driven MNMs. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 85. Copyright ª 2014 The Royal Society of Chemistry; (F) electric field-

driven MNMs. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 99. Copyright ª 2007 Nature Publishing Group.
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reaction resulted in a net flow of electrons from Pt to Au end and
simultaneous protons’ migration to Au side. Therefore, the
negatively charged nanorods moved toward the proton-rich region.
However, high ion concentrations in the bodies can severely
quench the electrophoretic process, resulting in limited motion
capability of self-diffusiophoretic MNMs in vivo.

3.1.2. External field propulsion
External physical fields such as light, magnetic, electric and ul-
trasonic fields can also be used for the actuation of MNMs.
Different from chemical propulsion, it relies on energy input from
an external field to obtain kinetic driving force, which can
effectively avoid the limitation of chemical fuels. For light-driven
MNMs, it usually requires the introduction of photoactive com-
ponents into the structures18,91. Photoactive materials can absorb
light energy and in turn trigger the photocatalytic reaction92,
photothermal effect93, or photochromic transformation94, thus
generating asymmetric fields around or in the MNMs to achieve
autonomous movement (Fig. 3D). Moreover, by changing the in-
tensity or lighting direction of the applied light, both velocity and
direction of motors can be manipulated especially for photo-
catalytic motors94. One typical light-driven motor is TiO2-based
micromotor, in which photoactive TiO2 undergoes photocatalytic
reactions upon light irradiation. Under UV light, the TiO2 side of
the developed SiO2eTiO2 Janus motors could induce the forma-
tion of chemical species (e.g., $OH, Hþ) and the diffusion of these
species led to the motion of the motors95.

Magnetic field has been widely used for MNMs propulsion
because of its noninvasiveness and superior controllability96.
Generally, magnetic components need to be incorporated into the
motor system to achieve magnetic responsiveness under the
magnetic field (Fig. 3E)85. Zhang et al.97 fabricated a multilayer
metallic helical nanosheet composed of Cr/Ni/Au. The resulting
motors could be controlled under a low-intensity rotating mag-
netic field with a speed of over 12 mm/s, which is comparable with
natural microorganisms. In the presence of a rotating magnetic
field, these kinds of helical magnetic MNMs are possible to rotate
along the axis of the helix to produce translational motion98. In
addition to magnetic field, electric field, as a kind of clean,
economical and practical energy source, can also be used for the
propulsion of conductive MNMs (Fig. 3F)99. The motion behavior
of MNMs can be regulated either by tuning the surface charge of
the motor itself or modulating the interfacial electrochemical re-
action. Through manipulating the geometries and the direction of
the electric field, the motion of MNMs can be controlled as well99.
For instance, under asymmetric electrofluid conditions, active
colloids with varied compositions and shapes showed different
moving patterns including translation, rotation and circulation100.
As an acoustic wave with a frequency of over 20,000 Hz, ultra-
sound exhibits good directionality, strong penetration ability and
outstanding biocompatibility, which is used as a common energy
source for the propulsion of MNMs. Ultrasound-propelled MNMs
normally include soft microcontainers driven by oscillating trap-
ped bubbles, and nonresonating bimetallic nanowires propelled by
scattering of acoustic waves101. With tunable acoustic parameters
(e.g., frequency, voltage), these motors usually demonstrate
powerful propulsion. For example, ultrasound can drive metallic
microrods at a speed of up to 200 mm/s34.

3.2. Biocompatible propulsion within biological environment

From the initial movement in an aqueous phase to PBS solution,
then to simulated body fluid, and finally, to complex biological
settings including in vitro serum or blood, and even real human
environments, the motion capability of MNMs in complex phys-
iological environments has attracted more and more atten-
tions102,103. However, biocompatible propulsion of medical
MNMs is normally neglected. For many chemical-driven motors
reported before 2019, high concentrations of H2O2 (2%e20%)
were usually used, which are toxic to cells and organisms75,104.
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MNMs designed in this way cannot be used in biomedical ap-
plications. Therefore, the biocompatible propulsion of MNMs in
the bodies is of great significance.

Medical MNMs face complicated physiological environments
that contain a high concentration of ions, specific pH in different
locations, various proteins and considerable fluid viscosity105. A
high ion concentration, for example, can severely impair the
mobility of motors especially driven by self-electrophoresis3. As a
result, it is of great importance to improve the ion tolerance of
MNMs in such media. Recently, a polymer coating was incorpo-
rated on the surface of motors and served as the primary ion
conductive channel to prevent the quenching of the electrophoretic
process106. In another example, high ion tolerance of poly(-
heptazine imide) (PHI) carbon nitride-based light-driven micro-
swimmers was achieved by the interplay between PHI’s textural
and structural porosity, and the optoionic effects which facilitate
ion traveling into and through the particle107. Meanwhile, protein
corona can be easily formed once the motors enter the blood,
resulting in limited performance in biological environments40.
This means the antifouling modification of the motor surface is
necessary. Other strategies such as the utilization of external
physical fields can also be considered to reduce the influence of
physiological environments. The external energy sources, espe-
cially magnetic field, ultrasound, and light provide excellent
driving forces with wireless manipulation. For instance, NIR light
is commonly used to drive MNMs. And the motion speed of these
MNMs depends on the irradiation power of the NIR light source.
However, due to the photothermal effect, great damage to normal
tissues may happen if the intensity of the applied NIR is too
high108. Therefore, guaranteeing efficient motion of MNMs
in vivo with suitable light intensity needs to be considered.
Meanwhile, the concomitant photothermal effect can also be uti-
lized for potential photothermal therapy. In terms of magnetic
MNMs, no obvious biological harmfulness has been reported in
previous studies. Compared with optical ones, magnetic field-
driven MNMs have better controllability and stronger penetra-
tion ability109,110, thus providing an active and precise motion
towards the target in the bodies. However, there are also some
defects, for example, the need for complex magnetic field
design109.

In view of chemical-driven MNMs, despite producing wastes
(such as carbon dioxide, magnesium hydroxide, etc.) that are not
beneficial to the bodies during self-propelled process110, the flex-
ible choices of materials and easy propulsion procedures without
external equipment still offer promising practical uses in biomed-
icine. Therefore, the design of chemical MNMs that can adapt to
the living environment has also become the frontier focus of
research in this field. For example, magnesium-based micromotors
only rely on water to generate driving force through the detachment
of hydrogen (H2) bubbles. Based on the reducibility of the pro-
duced H2, active H2 therapy towards acute ischemic stroke111 and
rheumatoid arthritis10 was achieved by using the produced products
during motion. In addition, the enzyme-triggered biocatalytic re-
action usually occurs in a relatively mild physiological environ-
ment with higher efficiency than the artificial one. By decomposing
endogenous fuels especially those related to diseases, enzymatic
MNMs can not only realize biocompatible propulsion in the bodies
but also achieve active therapy by clearing those disease markers.
Another strategy is to utilize the endogenous reaction in vivo to
drive MNMs. Wan et al. proposed to fabricate nitric oxide (NO)-
driven nanomotor112 and hydrogen sulfide (H2S)-driven nano-
motor113, based on endogenous reactions for cancer therapy in an
animal model, which promoted in vivo applications of biomedical
MNMs.

3.3. Motion dynamics

In principle, the motion dynamics (or mobility) of MNMs can be
characterized by speed and diffusivity. The speed calculation is
usually helpful for MNMs with a specific moving pattern (e.g.,
ballistic directional motion), while the diffusivity analysis is
preferred for nano-sized motors with enhanced diffusion. To
obtain these two parameters, particle tracking is needed, and
generally, it can be recorded by optical microscopy or light scat-
tering technique. The experimental and calculation procedures
have been introduced previously114e116 and were elaborated
recently in a corresponding guide initiated by Wang et al.117.

Generally, for motors with large sizes (>1 mm), the calculation
of instantaneous speed is carried out to evaluate the mobility117.
First, the moving trajectories (including the x and y coordinates)
can be acquired by optical microscopy and then plotted as a
function of time. Second, in this plot, the displacement can be
divided by the time interval (Dt), yielding the instantaneous speed
of the particle. By doing this, one can also calculate the average
speed of the particle during its moving process and more impor-
tantly, analyze a large number of particles to assess their mobility.

For motors in nanoscales, a more appropriate way to quantity
the moving dynamics is the calculation of MSD114,115. MSD refers
to the position change of a particle over time. The speed and the
diffusion coefficient can be also exacted from MSD. Typically,
there are two situations. At shorter time intervals (Dt), where the
motor particle seems to continuously move in a specific direction,
MSD can be calculated from Eq. (1):

MSD ðDtÞZ4DtDtþ v2Dt2; ðDt�trÞ ð1Þ
where n is the speed, Dt and tr are the translational diffusion
coefficient and rotational diffusion time respectively. Eq. (1)
usually displays a ballistic curve from the motor with a propul-
sive or ballistic moving trajectory. On the other hand, over longer
time intervals (Dt), where the motor particle seems to display
enhanced or effective diffusion, MSD can be obtained from Eq.
(2):

MSD ðDtÞZ�
4Dtþ v2tr

�
DtZ4DeDt ; ðDt[trÞ ð2Þ

where De represents the effective diffusion coefficient. This is
normally defined as the linear regime.

MSD can be also acquired from optical tracking, dynamic light
scattering (DLS), or nanoparticle-tracking analysis (NTA)114. As
mentioned above, using optical tracking, one can record the
location of the motor and plot the displacement (MSD) as a
function of time, followed by the analysis of MSD using the
equations. However, due to the resolution limit of optical in-
struments (w200 nm), this technique is usually favored for
MNMs larger than 200 nm. On the other hand, DLS has a better
resolution for nano-scaled particles and thus is more suitable for
sub-micrometer particles. Through DLS, one can analyze a large
population of particles and obtain the diffusion coefficient without
tedious calculation procedures. In recent years, NTA, similar to
DLS using the light scattering technique, has emerged as an
effective tool for the dynamic analysis of sub-micrometer motors.
It has an additional function of particle tracking to overcome the
deficiency of DLS such as the identification of aggregates.

However, it’s worth noting that to get a reliable result, one
should be very careful with the procedures of the measurement
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and MSD analysis117. In particular, one should note the drifting
phenomenon of MNMs while tacking their trajectories. This
probably occurs when all the MNMs move in the same direction in
the observed view, which also yields a misinterpreted parabolic
MSD curve. The reasons may come from all kinds of aspects, such
as the containment in the solvent, the arising bubbles, or the un-
even instrument stage117. To address the drift, one should be very
careful while performing these experimental procedures, strictly
follow the operation guidelines, and importantly introduce the
control experiments. Other solutions include using the micro-
fluidic channels with confined space118, or correcting the original
tracking data by software/codes117.

3.4. How to control motion direction and behavior

As MNMs have attracted more and more attention, the control of
their motion has always been a hot topic. Typically, the motion
direction refers to the individual moving direction of each MNM
particle, while the behavior indicates the collective behavior of
MNM clusters. The collective behavior includes swarming,
schooling, excluding, etc., which resembles the behavior of mi-
croorganisms in nature. To accomplish on-demand tasks, reliable
control of the motion trajectories and motion behaviors of MNMs
is necessary and also important in a practical sense. The direction
and the collective behavior can be controlled by tuning the pa-
rameters of the applied external field or the chemical substrates,
according to MNMs driven by different sources.

For chemical fuel-driven MNMs, changing the motion envi-
ronment normally affects the propulsive efficiency of the motors.
Typically, the motors’ speed increases with the increasement of
fuel concentration, which is dominated by regulating the catalytic
reaction rate119. For instance, Wilson et al.120 revealed the
dependence of the velocity on fuel concentration for the supra-
molecular catalytic nanomotors. Besides, by adding chemical in-
hibitors (Agþ/Hg2þ) and a reactivator (DTT) to regulate the
catalytic activity of enzymes, Ma and coworkers7 realized precise
control over the speed of urease-powered micromotors. Because
directional movement is necessary for many applications such as
targeted drug delivery, magnetic materials were incorporated for
motion guidance of the previous urease motor under an external
magnetic field (Fig. 4A).

For external field-actuated MNMs, the motion direction and
behavior can be controlled by the external energy fields
flexibly121e123. For example, by precisely regulating the strength
of the energy output and the direction of the physical fields, the
speed and the directionality of the motors can be simply manip-
ulated. Among the external physical fields, magnetic fields are
most widely used to guide the behavior of magnetic MNMs. Their
motion trajectories can be controlled by modulating the magnetic
torque and magnetization direction of the magnetic field. Lin
et al.124 developed a magnetically actuated peanut-shaped hema-
tite colloid motor with different motion behaviors in a fluid by
manipulating an external magnetic field. The peanut motor moved
in a rolling mode under a rotating magnetic field, which could
achieve precise motion in a pre-designed trajectory; and under a
conical rotating magnetic field, the motor could climb over steep
slopes in a wobbling mode to move in much more complex sur-
roundings. Through a combination of rolling and wobbling
movements, these peanut motors could autonomously transport
and release cells to a pre-defined position (Fig. 4B). In addition,
the motion behavior of MNMs can also be controlled by light and
ultrasonic fields. For example, Xuan et al.121 reported that the “on/
off” motion and the swing behavior of the carbonaceous nano-
bottle (CNB) motors could be modulated by adjusting the NIR
light source (Fig. 4C).

The direction of MNMs can also be controlled by the bio-
mimic property of taxis, meaning the MNMs can move towards
(positive) or away from (negative) a source such as light and
chemical substrates125,126. Chen’s group123 reported isotropic
semiconductor-based MNMs with bio-mimic phototaxis. By
adjusting the direction of the incident light and photoresponsive
properties of the used semiconductors, the bio-mimic behaviors of
positive or negative phototaxis were observed due to the photo-
induced reactions on the surface of the motors. Inspired by the
phototaxis of microorganisms in nature, Dai et al.17 synthesized a
Janus nano-tree swimmer that could “turn” along the lighting
direction, and they successfully programmed both positive and
negative phototaxis swimmer through chemical modification
(Fig. 4D). In addition to light, there are also some reports using
chemical signals (such as substance concentration gradient) to
guide the movement of MNMs104,127. Recently, positive chemo-
taxis of Janus or flask-like glucose-fueled motors along the
glucose concentration gradient has been reported128,129. Dey
et al.130 demonstrated the pH taxis of an intelligent catalytic
microswimmer. When the micromotors were placed in a dilute
H2O2 bath with a pH gradient, the intelligent motor was able to
sense the pH gradient and move towards a higher pH region at a
faster rate. Baraban and coworkers125 also found the chemotaxis
of catalytic motors including tubular microjets and Janus particles
to high concentrations of hydrogen peroxide in a microfluidic
system. Exploiting the chemotaxis of catalytic motors sensitive to
the hydrogen peroxide signal, scientists26,104 reported that supra-
molecular nanomotors loaded with cargo were autonomously
directed to specific cellular or inflammatory tissue. In addition,
Shao’s team126 integrated living cells with intrinsic chemotaxis
(such as neutrophils) to synthesize self-guiding hybrid micro-
motors for targeted drug delivery.

Apart from the individual motion of each MNM particle,
collective behaviors of MNM clusters are also commonly
observed. Inspired by nature, collective behaviors like swarming
and assembling can carry out complex and cooperative functions
that cannot be accomplished individually. Therefore, controlling
the collective behavior of MNMs to simulate the aggregation/
separation of biological systems is one of the current research
interests131. In recent years, researchers have developed various
strategies to realize programmable self-assembly and dynamic
swarming of colloidal particles by using different stimuli, such as
chemical gradients132,133 and external energy fields (such as ul-
trasonic, electric, magnetic field or their combination)134e136,
which can be reconfigured into multiple forms to perform different
grasping or motion tasks. A chemical gradient is possible to
induce the collective behavior of MNMs. For instance, Duan
et al.132 showed that the Ag3PO4 micromotors could realize the
transition between the “exclusion” and “schooling” behaviors with
the addition or removal of NH3 or in response to UV light, because
of the change of chemical equilibrium in the colloidal particle
system (Fig. 4E). In addition, applying ultrasound to MNMs can
also control the collective behaviors. It was reported that the use
of ultrasonic fields could control the migration of PteAu nanowire
motor swarms137. Because the ultrasound could produce many
pressure nodes, which could drive the colloidal particles to
aggregate and move along the pressure gradient. Besides, alter-
nating current electric fields can also manipulate collective
behavior. It can induce the aggregations of MNMs, resulting in the



Figure 4 Control on the motion direction and motion behavior of MNMs. (A) Motion control of enzyme-driven motor by chemical addition

and magnetic fields. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 7. Copyright ª 2016 American Chemical Society; (B) controlled motion pattern and

trajectory of the peanut motor under magnetic field. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 124. Copyright ª 2018 American Chemical Society;

(C) motion behavior of CNB motor controlled by NIR light. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 121. Copyright ª 2018 WileyeVCH; (D)

positive and negative phototaxis of artificial nanotree programmed by chemical modification. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 17.

Copyright ª 2016 Nature Publishing Group; (E) exclusion and schooling behaviors of Ag3PO4 microparticles by adding or removing NH3.

Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 132. Copyright ª 2013 American Chemical Society; (F) formation of different collective states by the

spheres with imbalanced, off-centered charges that triggered by an electric field. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 138. Copyright ª 2016

Nature Publishing Group; (G) collective manipulation of micro-robotic swarms for completing the tasks. Reprinted with the permission from

Ref. 109. Copyright ª 2019 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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formation of chains, clusters, swarms and other patterns according
to the output frequency of the applied electric field (Fig. 4F)138.
Similarly, stimulated by an external magnetic field, the micro-
swimmers can also exhibit a variety of interesting collective be-
haviors. The strategy of using oscillating magnetic fields to
generate a ribbon-like paramagnetic nanoparticle swarm was re-
ported by Yu’s team139. By adjusting the input domain, the particle
swarms could perform reversible elongation of the ribbon, as well
as splitting and merging behaviors. Under the control of an
oscillating magnetic field, colloidal microswarms were able to
move stably through a restricted channel network and towards
multiple targets. Xie et al.109 used alternating magnetic fields to
program hematite colloidal particles into four formations,
including liquid, chain, vortex and ribbon microrobot swarms,
respectively. Transformations among these swarms were
controlled by manipulating the magnetic moment. More impor-
tantly, these reconfigurable swarms of microrobots can provide
multiple collective behaviors that are responsive to changing en-
vironments and meet multitasking demands. For instance, the
swarms of motors can realize functions, such as passing through a
confined channel by reconfiguring into narrow chains, carrying
loads by reconfiguring into ant colony-like vortices and realizing
large-area synchronized manipulation by forming a herring
school-like ribbon (Fig. 4G). Ahmed et al.122 reported that mag-
netic particles tend to form linear chains under rotating magnetic
fields with low intensity. With increasing intensity of the magnetic
field, these chains disassembled and evolved into swarms. More-
over, some researchers used hybrid fields to control the motion
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behavior of MNMs. Li’s group62 reported a hybrid nanomotor that
exhibited diverse biomimetic collective behaviors, including sta-
ble aggregation, swarm motion and swarm vortex, in response to
different field inputs. And Zhou et al.140 combined light and ul-
trasonic fields to control the aggregation/separation of artificial
nanomotors. It was shown that the nanomotors gathered at pres-
sure nodes in the ultrasonic field, and displayed a collective
“fireworks” separation behavior under light illumination.

3.5. In vivo imaging and navigation

The flexible and controllable motion of MNMs in medium pro-
vides promising potential for performing precise and complex
tasks in vivo. However, to ensure the function of MNMs in vivo, it
is essential to visualize the position or the locomotion of indi-
vidual MNM particles or MNM clusters. First of all, once MNMs
are administered in vivo, how to navigate them to the target sites
remains to be addressed. One feasible strategy is to use innate
taxis, which can achieve autonomous control. This was demon-
strated by engineered bacterial MNMs. Alternative approaches
include path planning and visual feedback control, both of which
can be applied to almost all existing MNMs. The navigation ac-
curacy of MNMs mainly relies on imaging-based in vivo tracking,
especially real-time tracking. To date, many imaging techniques
have been reported for the visualization of MNM swarms or in-
dividual entities, and their surrounding physiological environ-
ments. This section discusses several favorable imaging
techniques of in vivo tracking in terms of optical imaging, ultra-
sound imaging, magnetic imaging, radionuclide imaging and
photoacoustic imaging.

3.5.1. Optical imaging
Optical imaging demonstrated herein includes optical microscopy
imaging, optical coherence tomography (OCT), fluorescence im-
aging (FL) and catheter camera-based imaging. By applying a
visible light source, optical microscopy imaging has the advantage
of high spatial/temporal resolution. Bergeles et al.141 developed an
electromagnetic control system suitable for small animal attempts,
which was able to localize the microrobotic device using the aid of
a matched algorithm. More importantly, optical imaging has a
high imaging speed, which is good for locomotion tracking. For
instance, Ullrich et al.142 also integrated the microrobotic systems
with a surgical microscope and achieved the real-time tracking of
microrobot locomotion in porcine/lapine eyes. The camera
mounted on the microscope could acquire consecutive images at a
speed of 15 Hz, and the noise of the microrobot position was
filtered by a moving average filter with a window size of 10 data
points (Fig. 5A). However, the scattering and low penetration
depth of light are still challenging.

OCT is an interferometric technique that utilizes the short
coherence length of a light source to record coherent gated images
and obtain cross-sectional information, which is good for MNMs
navigating and tracking in tissues with high resolution143,144. With
the aid of OCT, Li’s team145 investigated the tracking and navi-
gation of magnetically-driven micromotors in a mouse portal vein
with a high scanning rate (5.5e70 kHz) and resolution (Fig. 5B).
The OCT was also applied as a non-invasive method to monitor
the long-distance intravitreal movement of a swarm of helical
propellers in the eye47. These works demonstrated the possibility
of OCT imaging for potential clinical applications. However, the
high acquisition time of OCT results in an insufficient ability for
real-time imaging.
FL imaging has been extensively explored in the biomedical
fields and can acquire continuous images at high resolution within
a short time, and it has almost no damage to living organisms,
providing an effective and biocompatible way for in vivo navi-
gating and tracking of MNMs. Servant et al.146 developed an
isothiocyanate dye-labeled artificial bacterial flagella (ABFs). The
dye features an excitation wavelength of 745 nm and an emission
wavelength of 810e875 nm, where biomolecules exhibit low
absorption in this emission region. After injection, the ABFs
actuated by magnetic fields could be observed, tracked and
navigated under the FL imaging (Fig. 5C). Apart from fluores-
cence dyes, natural pigments such as chlorophyll in cyanobacterial
cells were also harnessed for FL imaging. In this domain, Yan
et al.147 fabricated multifunctional biohybrid magnetite micro-
robots from Spirulina platensis by a facile dip-coating in Fe3O4

nanoparticles suspension and made full use of the auto-
fluorescence of the Spirulina for FL imaging. Under a magnetic
field, the microrobots could approach the designated sites which
could be tracked by FL imaging in the intraperitoneal cavity of
mice. However, FL imaging remains several challenges, such as
the instability of fluorescence dyes for constant tracking and its
weak ability for deep tissue penetration.

Catheter camera-based optical imaging is commonly used for
the diagnosis and treatment of major diseases in the gastrointes-
tinal tract, bladder, uterus, etc., which offers good tracking ability
of MNMs in deep tissues or organs. More importantly, it enables
real-time localization and tracking of MNMs in an interventional
manner. Wang and coworkers148 developed an integrated platform,
referred to as endoscopy-assisted magnetic actuation with a dual
imaging system (EMADIS). The precise delivery of magnetic soft
stem microrobots into the bile duct was achieved using this system
(Fig. 5D). Although catheter-based techniques can be effective,
they have low compliance and limited applications due to their
inability to reach tiny blood vessels or organs.

3.5.2. Ultrasound imaging (USI)
B-mode ultrasound imaging was successfully demonstrated for
MNMs navigating and swarm tracking, which could enhance the
MNM number and imaging contrast in local areas. Yu et al.149

demonstrated the B-mode imaging-guided navigation of a
rotating colloidal swarm consisting of MNMs that feature periodic
contrast changes. Subsequently, ex vivo localization of magnetic
swarms was also accomplished by the same group134 in bovine
eyeballs and swine bladders (Fig. 5E). Ultrasound images can also
be produced with Doppler imaging technique through the trav-
eling frequency shift caused by an interaction between ultrasound
waves and moving objects, desired for MNMs tracking. In a
previous study, Singh and coworkers150 reported color Doppler
imaging enabled the ex vivo tracking of mobile paramagnetic
hairbots under a chicken breast (Fig. 5F). Nevertheless, USI needs
to improve its resolution at the micro/nanoscale. USI has other
shortcomings, such as positioning errors, artifacts and unsatisfied
background signals, and it is not suitable for imaging gas-
containing organs due to the obstruction caused by gas and bone.

3.5.3. Magnetic imaging
As a traditional way to investigate the anatomy and physiology of
the bodies, magnetic imaging is a suitable technique for in vivo
tracking of MNMs. On one hand, it has excellent signal intensity
and image quality. On the other hand, it demonstrates higher
penetration depth compared with fluorescence-based imaging.
Technological breakthroughs have been made by Benoit and



Figure 5 In vivo navigation of MNMs. (A) Microrobot in lapine vitreous tracked by microscopy. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 142.

Copyright ª 2013 The Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology; (B) tracking and navigation of magnetically-driven micromotors

in a mouse portal vein by OCT. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 145. Copyright ª 2019 IEEE; (C) navigation of a swarm of ABFs in the

intraperitoneal cavity using FL imaging. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 146. Copyright ª 2015 WileyeVCH; (D) rapid delivery of

MNMs to the bile duct via a natural orifice under the navigation of endoscopy. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 148. Copyright ª 2021

American Association for the Advancement of Science; (E) USI for tracking of a swarm of MNMs in the bovine eyeball. Reprinted with the

permission from Ref. 134. Copyright ª 2019 Nature Publishing Group; (F) the tracking of mobile hairbots under color Doppler imaging in a

chicken breast ex vivo. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 150. Copyright ª 2019 Elsevier; (G) biohybrid magnetotactic micromotors

capable of colonizing mouse tumor xenografts and producing positive MRI contrast. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 151. Copyright ª
2009 American Association for Cancer Research; (H) PET-CT analysis of 18F-nanomotors biodistribution in the bladder. Reprinted with the

permission from Ref. 8. Copyright ª 2021 American Association for the Advancement of Science; (I) time-lapse PAI images of MNMs in

intestines for 7.5 h. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 54. Copyright ª 2019 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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coworkers151. They harnessed magnetotactic bacteria into bio-
hybrid micromotors being able to colonize mouse tumor xeno-
grafts and produce positive MRI contrast, providing a potential
tool for improving MRI visualization of cancer (Fig. 5G). As a
promising cancer imaging technology, magnetic particle imaging
(MPI) has a high contrast (no tissue background signal), high
sensitivity, and infinite imaging regions throughout the body. The
MPI is also a powerful tool for imaging-guided actuation of
MNMs because of its high-intensity field gradients and fast
localization152e154. Nevertheless, it is still difficult to translate this
technology into in vivo scenarios. On one hand, a balance must be
struck between scaling up the platforms to enable human-sized
workspaces and maintaining high imaging quality. On the other
hand, the MPI cannot capture biological tissues, resulting in an
inaccurate view of the surroundings of MNMs.

3.5.4. Ionizing radiation-based imaging
Ionizing radiation-based imaging, such as X-ray imaging and
radionuclide imaging, with deep tissue penetration and high
spatial resolution155, is a fantastic tool for in vivo MNM naviga-
tion and tracking. In 2018, a real-time position and navigation
platform built on a principal component analysis algorithm
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implemented on X-ray imaging was proposed for tracking a
millimeter-sized intravascular robot in vitro156. Later, the same
group presented that the platform could be used in treating arterial
thromboembolism with a magnetic robot penetrating a blood clot
under X-ray imaging-guided control157. However, it should be
always noted that excessive X-ray exposure can cause side effects.

Radionuclide imaging is usually referred to as positron emis-
sion tomography (PET) and single-photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT). With g-ray emitted from radioisotopes
(SPECT) and the interaction of positrons and electrons (PET), 3D
images of the targeted area can be captured. The ability of g-ray to
penetrate tissue makes it effective for the navigation of MNMs
in vivo. Vilela and coworkers158 reported the combination of CT
and PET for the tracking of a swarm of tubular Au/PEDOT/Pt
micromotors. In this study, PET tracking was enabled with 7
frames over 15 min due to the absorption of 124I on the micro-
motor surface. Following this, they employed a combination of
optical microscopy and PET/CT imaging to investigate the col-
lective behavior of enzymatic nanomotors labeled with 124I and
18F in vitro and in vivo8. The results demonstrated PET/CT im-
aging was highly useful for tracking nanomotor swarms in vivo
(Fig. 5H). SPECT imaging is not currently used for tracking of
MNMs but has been used for millirobots. For instance, Iacovacci
et al.159 reported a soft hydrogel-based thermo-responsive milli-
robot labeled with 99mTc for targeted drug delivery in the peri-
toneal cavity of a mouse under the monitor of SPECT imaging.

3.5.5. Photoacoustic imaging (PAI)
PAI, with optical contrast and acoustic resolution, is a non-
invasive way for in vivo navigation and real-time tracking of
MNMs. Aziz and coworkers160 reported for the first time the real-
time tracking of individual MNM in ex vivo chicken breast and
scattering phantom at the depth of 1 cm. The MNM reported here
was coated with Au nanorods for enhancement of the PAI signal to
distinguish it from the surrounding tissue easier. Similarly, Wu
et al.54 developed Au layer-coated MNMs for PAI navigation in
the intestine. MNM-based capsules could be tracked with PAI at a
depth of 7 cm below the surface of the tissue. Additionally, PAI
was used to observe the locomotion of MNMs toward a colon
tumor, indicating the possibility of imaging-guided cancer therapy
(Fig. 5I). Owing to the excellent photoacoustic effect of poly-
dopamine (PDA) coating, magnetic Spirulina microrobots coated
with PDA could be tracked by PAI to show their accumulation in
the skin, providing further diagnosis and photothermal treatment
of pathogenic bacterial infections161. Besides, enzyme-powered
liquid metal MNMs coated with PDA also enabled real-time
PAI tracking in the bladder of mice162. Moreover, Zhong
et al.163 recently proposed a cancer therapy platform based on
magnetically engineered Spirulina microrobots. In this study, PAI
was employed to monitor the accumulation of microrobots in
tumors. Given that the optical attenuation and the ultrasonic
propagation are susceptible to the influence of air, PAI imaging
has its limitations, limited imaging depth remains challenging for
PAI imaging.

4. Biological applications of MNMs

4.1. Biological barrier penetration

Although plentiful progress of MNMs in design, fabrication,
navigation and imaging has been achieved, to enter the body for
medical applications, MNMs still face various biological barriers
such as hemorheological barrier, protein corona, BBB, mucus
barrier, vitreous barrier and cell membrane barrier. If MNMs do
not penetrate or overcome these biological barriers, in this case,
there will be no difference between active MNMs and passive
nanoparticles. Therefore, how to penetrate the biological barriers
is a key issue of the medical MNMs in the bodies. Basically, the
anti-biofouling structure modification, cell-based chemotaxis
property and the employment of powerful external physical fields,
etc., play significant roles. First of all, the introduction of anti-
biofouling polymers such as PEG can reduce the formation of
protein corona and therefore preserve the mobility in the blood
flow barrier. Meanwhile, the strategy of cell membrane camou-
flaging can also avoid protein absorption and immune clearance.
By utilizing the chemotaxis of neutrophils, biological barrier
penetration and specific-site targeting of MNMs have been ach-
ieved as well. Importantly, the external physical fields such as
magnetic field, ultrasound and light, provide powerful driving
forces for the physical field-actuated MNMs to penetrate obsta-
cles. With tunable parameters, these physical fields offer enough
driving forces to cross the barriers, for example, cell membrane,
vitreous barrier, etc., and even ensure upstream movement in
blood flow.

4.1.1. Hemorheological barrier
The blood vascular system is a natural network in the body, which
promises MNMs arriving at diverse organs and hard-to-reach
tissues40. Even if the blood vascular system provides the transport
route, the hemorheological barrier is still a formidable barrier,
except for the opsonization and immune clearance. The harsh
physical conditions from hemorheology, such as high flow ve-
locity, variational shear rate and crowded heterogeneous fluid,
generally lead to orientation and motion loss of MNMs. The blood
flow velocity in arteries ranges from 100 to 600 mm/s. Even in the
branches of the inferior vena cava, the blood flow velocity still
reaches 500 mm/s, which is much faster than that of MNMs164. On
the other hand, the diameter of the capillaries is only several
micrometers. Therefore, it is difficult to design MNMs that could
perform controllable movement in the blood flow.

Recently, inspired by the motion of leukocytes on the surface
of a blood vessel, the navigation of MNMs in blood flow has been
developed. Alapan et al.165 reported leukocyte-inspired magneti-
cally actuated micromotors to perform locomotion and cargo de-
livery under blood flow. The Janus micromotor with a magnetic
side rolled on the surface of microchannels which enabled the
micromotor to break the symmetry of fluid and perform net
displacement. On the other hand, the flow velocity near the no-slip
surface was much lower than that at the channel center. Therefore,
the micromotor could perform upstream movement under physi-
ological blood flow conditions (shear stress, 2.5 dyn/cm2).
Another side of Janus micromotor with cell-specific antibodies
and light-cleavable cargo enabled the recognition of cells and the
light-triggered cargo release. This study on upstream motion
indicated that MNMs are possible to overcome the hemorheo-
logical barrier (Fig. 6A). This strategy can be also utilized ex vivo.
Wang et al.166 demonstrated the swarm of nanomotors (Fe3O4

nanoparticles) could perform controllable upstream and down-
stream movement in the porcine coronary artery under blood flow.
The nanomotors swarm was achieved under a rotating magnetic
field. In the porcine coronary artery, the reduced drag force near
the surface is beneficial to the locomotion of nanomotors. More
importantly, owing to the localized flow field, which was



Figure 6 MNMs for overcoming biological barriers. (A) Leukocyte-inspired magnetically actuated micromotors to perform locomotion under

blood flow. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 165. Copyright ª 2020 American Association for the Advancement of Science; (B) magnetic

field and inflammatory factors-responsive biohybrid neutrobots for crossing the bloodebrain barrier. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 50.

Copyright ª 2021 American Association for the Advancement of Science; (C) helical magnetically actuated nanomotors for penetrating the

vitreous barrier. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 47. Copyright ª 2018 American Association for the Advancement of Science; (D) gold-

nanoshell-functionalized conical tubular micromotors for photomechanical poration of cell membrane. Reprinted with the permission from

Ref. 173. Copyright ª 2019 American Chemical Society.
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generated from the swarm, the blood cells near the swarm were
disrupted. Therefore, the ultrasound Doppler imaging system
could identify the motion of nanomotors in the porcine coronary
artery ex vivo.

4.1.2. Bloodebrain barrier (BBB)
The BBB consists of endothelial cells on the surface of the
capillary, astrocyte end-feet of the capillary, and pericytes on the
capillary basement membrane, separating the brain from the blood
circulation system and protecting the brain from exogenous
compounds167,168. And thus, MNMs are hard to break through the
BBB and reach the brain disease site, such as glioblastoma,
resulting in low efficiency of cargo delivery.

Joseph et al.169 reported enzyme-powered polymeric nano-
motors for overcoming the BBB through a chemotaxis strategy.
The polymer-based nanomotors were loaded with glucose oxi-
dase and catalase, which could propel the nanomotor by
decomposing glucose into D-glucono-d-lactone and H2O. Owing
to the ability of chemotaxis, the nanomotors moved along the
glucose concentration gradient, especially the glucose gradient
from the center to the vessel wall. Therefore, the nanomotors
could perform chemotactic motion at the blood vessel of brain
and cross the BBB due to the glucose gradient at the brain re-
gion. A biohybrid micromotor was further demonstrated for the
treatment of brain disease by Zhang et al.50. The micromotor
was fabricated through phagocytosis of natural neutrophils with
E. coli membrane-enveloped, paclitaxel-loaded magnetic nano-
gels. Then, the dual-responsive micromotors not only exhibited
controllable swarm motion by rotating magnetic field, which
accelerated the accumulation at the disease region, but also
performed chemotactic behavior to penetrate the BBB. There-
fore, the loaded paclitaxel was released at the glioblastoma re-
gion, thus improving the efficiency of cargo delivery. These
results demonstrate the potential promises of precise therapy for
brain disease by MNMs and the breakthrough in overcoming the
BBB (Fig. 6B).

4.1.3. Vitreous barrier
The vitreous barrier also limits the delivery route of MNMs, thus
reducing the therapeutic effect of eye diseases, such as glaucoma
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and diabetic retinopathy. Before reaching the diseased region of
the retina, MNMs should penetrate the vitreous body located at
the position between the retina and lens. However, a vitreous
body that consists of a gelatinous substance with water in a
matrix of hyaluronic acid and collagen bundles network limits
the locomotion of MNMs. Therefore, the vitreous body is an
obvious barrier for MNMs. To address this issue, Wu et al.47

demonstrated that the helical magnetically actuated nano-
motors could penetrate the vitreous barrier and reach the retina.
The helical nanomotors with a diameter of 500 nm and length of
2 mm were functionalized with a perfluorocarbon surface. The
diameter of nanomotors was comparable to the mesh of the
vitreous barrier, and the perfluorocarbon surface minimized the
interaction between nanomotors and biopolymers (including
collagen bundles) from the vitreous body (Fig. 6C). Through the
above design, the nanomotors could perform controllable pro-
pulsion in the eyeball and reach the retina within 30 min, which
was w10 times faster than the passive diffusion cargos with
comparable size. And the target region on the retina was
w36 mm2 in area, showing more precision than the passive
counterparts.

4.1.4. Cell membrane barrier
The cell membrane is the boundary of a living cell, preventing
the free entry of extracellular matter. To deliver therapeutic
drugs which function on the cytosol or nuclei, MNMs should
first break through the cell membrane170. Nevertheless, it is
difficult for MNMs to penetrate the cell membrane actively due
to insufficiency in driving force. To the best of our knowledge,
the reported minimum critical stress (s) for opening cell mem-
brane is around 0.6 � 104 N/m2, which is more than two orders
of magnitude above the applied force from general MNMs171.

The studies on actively opening cell membranes were carried
out by Xuan et al.172. They developed NIR light-actuated Janus
mesoporous silica nanomotors for thermomechanically perco-
lating the cell membrane. The Janus nanomotors performed self-
propulsion in media via photothermal effect-induced self-ther-
mophoresis. The diameter of the spherical nanomotor was 70 nm
and the applied pressure on the cell membrane was around
1.7 N/m2. Although the produced pressure was lower than the
minimum critical stress, the nanomotors could locally heat the
contact site on the cell membrane and increase the fluidity.
Therefore, NIR-actuated nanomotors could percolate into the cell.
Considering the insufficiency of driving forces, another strategy
utilizing hybrid powers was also carried out to overcome the cell
membrane barrier. The gold-nanoshell-functionalized conical
tubular micromotors were prepared by bottom-up controllable
assembly, which performed acoustically actuated locomotion173.
By regulating ultrasonic frequency, the micromotor could target
the cell actively with small opening leading orientation (Fig. 6D).
The micromotor could only generate insufficient pressure on the
cell membrane with single acoustic propulsion. With the assis-
tance of NIR light on the big opening, the instantaneous photo-
thermal force along the long axis was sufficient (104‒105 N/m2) to
open the cell membrane, and the micromotor could insert into the
cell within 0.1 s. However, it should be noted that although the
moving ability of MNMs can improve cellular uptake towards
tumor cells, whether this enhancement is good for normal cells
remains unknown. Nevertheless, these works demonstrated that
MNMs are capable of actively targeting the tumor cell and
penetrating the cell membrane, showing potential applications in
the efficient transportation of various drugs into cells.
4.2. Biosensing

Traditional sensing techniques often rely on passive diffusion to
capture the targeted analytes. Different from passive ones, MNMs
have shown promising prospects in biosensing due to their unique
active motion properties and easy functionalization. The move-
ment of MNMs with various receptors can realize “on the fly”
capturing analytical targets. Therefore, a variety of advanced
biosensing strategies based on MNMs have been developed for
different analytes such as small molecules, proteins, nucleic acid
and bacterial endotoxins.

Protein detection is of great significance in various fields from
biology to medicine. Recently, Ma and coworkers174 fabricated a
nanomotor-assisted immunoassay system for the sensing of
immunoglobulin (IgG). Coupling primary antibodies IgG to
Fe3O4@SiO2/Pt nanomotors yielded nanomotor labels. Mean-
while, the secondary antibodies were conjugated to Au@Ag
nanocubes to obtain Au@Ag NCs-Ab2 labels. The nanomotor
labels could propel in the presence of H2O2 and efficiently capture
IgG and Au@Ag NCs-Ab2. The autonomous motion enhanced the
immune recognition and resulted in the formation of immune
complex which could be measured by differential pulse voltam-
metry with improved sensitivity (Fig. 7A). Moreover, strategies
that combine fluorescence changes with motors are also utilized.
Beltran-Gastelum et al.175 modified the ultrasound-propelled
nanomotors with fluorescein-labeled DNA aptamer for the
sensing of A1B1 oncoprotein in MCF-7 breast cancer cells. Due to
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), the fluorescence
was quenched by graphene oxide. Under the ultrasound activation,
the nanomotors were able to move and rapid crosslink with the
target protein, resulting in faster fluorescence recovery (Fig. 7B).
Furthermore, Mayorga-Martinez’s group176 fabricated an IrO2/Pt
bilayer microtube through template-assisted electrodeposition.
The IrO2/Pt bilayer microtube acted as both a micromotor and an
electrocatalytic tag. Self-propelled tags could capture the target
protein and improve the electrochemical detection of protein
(Fig. 7C). In addition, de Avila and coworkers177 reported a dy-
namic micromotor-based immunoassay for naked-eye detection of
cortisol rapidly, which greatly improved the sensitivity and the
detection rate. To automate the process of enzyme-linked immu-
nosorbent assay (ELISA), Wang et al.178 constructed a maneu-
verable immunoassay probe based on magnetic nanorobots. In this
work, they decorated capture antibodies on the surface of rod-like
magnetically-driven nanorobots to achieve magnetically maneu-
verable immunoassay probes (MNR-Ab1s). Meanwhile, a detec-
tion unit consisting of different function wells was fabricated by
3D printing. Under a magnetic field, the probe could rotate
actively and move between different function wells, which
enhanced the binding efficacy and reduced the assay time
(Fig. 7D). The simulation of Helmholtz coils produced magnetic
field distribution, offering the possibility of this approach to
fabricate high throughput nanorobots based ELISA instrument. In
another example, changes in micromotors’ movement behavior
were transformed into changes in color, thus the production of a
colorimetric sensor. Russell et al.179 used iron oxide to capture the
target molecule and remove the non-specific interactions rapidly.
The interaction between the target molecule and iron oxide trig-
gered a change in the particles’ motion. Due to the color of iron
oxide, this motion behavior was transformed into an observable
color change, which could be quantified with a smartphone.

DNA, as genetic information, is a biological macromolecule
essential for the development and proper function of organisms.



Figure 7 Biosensing strategies based on MNMs. (A) The detection of IgG by Fe3O4@SiO2/Pt nanomotor-assisted immunoassay system.

Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 174. Copyright ª 2022 SpringereVerlag GmbH Austria; (B) schematic illustration of AIB1 protein

detection in breast cancer cells based on the fluorescence change of nanomotors. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 175. Copyright ª 2019

WileyeVCH; (C) self-propelled IrO2/Pt bilayer micromotors as tags for protein detection. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 176.

Copyright ª 2019 WileyeVCH; (D) Magnetic nanorobots as maneuverable immunoassay probes for improving the detection efficiency of

ELISA. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 178. Copyright ª 2022 American Chemical Society; (E) the changed motion signal of catalase

powered micromotor for the detection of the target DNA. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 180. Copyright ª 2016 Elsevier; (F) miRNAs

sensing in real time based on the ultrasound propelled nanomotors. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 183. Copyright ª 2015 American

Chemical Society; (G) the sensing of bacterial endotoxin using magnetocatalytic graphene quantum dots Janus micromotors. Reprinted with the

permission from Ref. 184. Copyrightª 2017 WileyeVCH; (H) spored-derived fluorescent magnetic microrobots for real-time sensing of bacterial

toxins. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 185. Copyright ª 2019 American Association for the Advancement of Science; (I) the urease-

powered micromotors modified with DNA nanoswitch for sensing the pH change and micromotors intrinsic activity. Reprinted with the

permission from Ref. 186. Copyright ª 2019 American Chemical Society.
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The detection of specific DNA fragments has provided useful
information for many diseases. At present, several works have
reported the sensing of DNA fragments based on MNMs. Xie
et al.180 assembled a catalase layer on the inner surface of
PEDOT/Au microtube through DNA conjugate to construct a
catalase catalytic micromotor. When the target DNA was added,
the catalase-linked DNAwas then replaced, resulting in a decrease
of the enzyme’s number on the microtubule surface and thus
micromotors’ speed (Fig. 7E). Therefore, the amount of the target
DNA in the solution could be quantified by the moving speed of
the micromotor. To improve the sensitivity, catalase was assem-
bled on the surface of PEDOT-PSS/Au microtube181 and the
shell182 through DNA cyclic alternate hybridization. In addition to
DNA, microRNA (miRNA) is a class of endogenous small RNA
with approximately 20e24 nucleotides in length, which plays a
variety of important regulatory roles in cells. Esteban-Fernandez
de Avila et al.183 for the first time real-time sensed a target
miRNA in a single cell by combining the nanomotors and fluo-
rescent change. Dye-labeled ssDNA was immobilized on the
surface of graphene oxide (GO); however, the fluorescence was
quenched by GO due to the FRET effect. Under the ultrasound, the
nanomotors rapidly moved to the cell, and the dye-labeled single-
strand DNA was hybridized with the target miRNA-21, resulting
in fluorescence recovery (Fig. 7F). Therefore, measuring the
fluorescence signal of the ultrasound-propelled nanomotors could
monitor the miRNA-21 expression in individual cancer cells.

Bacterial endotoxin is a unique structure on each layer of the
gram-negative bacterium cell membrane. Endotoxin is not only
the main pathogenic factor of gram-negative bacteria infection but
also closely related to many other human diseases. Jurado-
Sanchez et al.184 fabricated a magneto-catalytic Janus micro-
motor for detecting bacterial endotoxin. They loaded magnetic
Fe3O4 nanoparticles and Pt nanoparticles on one side of Janus
micromotors, followed by encapsulation with graphene quantum
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dots (GQDs). The Janus micromotors could be propelled in the
presence of H2O2 and magnetic actuation. When the micromotors
captured the target endotoxin, the fluorescence of GQDs on the
micromotors was quenched (Fig. 7G). Furthermore, Zhang
et al.185 reported fluorescent magnetic microrobots made from
spores for real-time sensing of bacterial toxins. The micromotors
were constructed by the incorporation of Fe3O4 nanoparticles and
carbon dots on the surface of natural spores. The presence of
Clostridium difficile (C. diff ) toxins could be detected by tracking
the fluorescence change in real-time (Fig. 7H). To sense the pH
value of micromotors’ surrounding microenvironment, Patino and
coworkers186 immobilized FRET-labeled triplex DNA nanoswitch
that was responsive to pH on the surface of urease-powered
micromotors. During the micromotors’ self-propulsion, urease
catalyzed urea decomposition and caused a rapid change of sur-
rounding pH, which could be detected by observing FRET effi-
ciency through confocal laser scanning microscopy (Fig. 7I).

4.3. Diagnosis

Owing to the small size, active propulsion and motion-based
vortex effects, MNMs have been employed for disease diagnosis
including biopsy, health monitoring and imaging. They can not
only allow for monitoring biological targets at a low concentration
with the decrease of required sample volumes and assay time but
also enable enhanced signals for target detecting or imaging.
Moreover, with subject-capturing ability, MNMs can be fantastic
alternatives to detect and retrieve biological samples for patho-
logical analysis, especially for diseased targets in narrow capil-
laries or lesions deep inside the body.

4.3.1. Biopsy
Conventional biopsy is the gold standard diagnosis to confirm or
rule out disease (especially cancer). However, it involves invasive
methods that usually cause traumas and pain, which are hardly
acceptable to patients. MNMs, as miniaturized motile devices,
offer great potential to achieve non-invasive biopsy for diagnosis.
In 2009, Leong et al.187 developed a microrobot that was able to
actuate under biologically relevant conditions. It has been pro-
posed for removing cells at a glass capillary (in vitro biopsy).
Subsequently, they further demonstrated enzymatically triggered
robots for external biopsy in liver tissue from a model organ
system188. In this study, the biopsy action was achieved by the
enzymatic degradation-triggered closing and the orthogonal
enzyme-actuated reopening of the robot, which allowed for RNA
retrieval from cells after capture (Fig. 8A). Even so, the above-
mentioned studies did not prove their usage in real organs, espe-
cially under in vivo conditions. To this end, they fabricated a
microrobotic system featured a smaller size for in vivo biopsy of a
porcine colon, and RNA and DNA could be extracted from the
retrieved high-quality tissue samples for cytologic and genetic
diagnostics analysis to diagnose cancer, inflammation, and other
conditions189.

4.3.2. Health monitoring
Apart from biopsy, MNMs modified with specific recognition el-
ements can be exploited to detect and identify cancer cells. Dis-
tinguishing cancer cells from normal ones is of great significance
for clinical diagnosis. Wang et al.131 prepared a light-powered
match-like AgNW@SiO2 nanomotor as an active SERS probe.
These nanomotors could be aggregated quickly owing to the
positive phototaxis, which further enhances the SERS signal.
Using these nanomotors, the biological Raman signals of the
cancer cells could be captured clearly (Fig. 8B). Then the same
group190 also reported a rod-like magnetic nanomotor as a
maneuverable SERS probe. The synthesized magnetic nanomotors
could be navigated to the target sites and own the ability of self-
cleaning. Due to the effective mixing, the nanomotors could
capture more intracellular Raman signals. Zhao et al.191 decorated
catalase on the surface of Janus rods to construct micromotors for
capturing circulating tumor cells (CTCs). They conjugated
thymine and guanine on tetraphenylethene (TPE) and fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC), which were used for aptamer grafting
through baseepair interaction. The binding of CTCs with aptamer
triggered the release of TPE and FITC, resulting in the change of
fluorescence signals.

Additionally, MNMs are attracting candidates for diagnosing
infectious diseases caused by microorganisms as well. Olson
et al.192 developed a catalase-coated silica nanomotor for pin-
pointing the location of microbial abscesses. The motor was
powered by the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, and the fuel
concentration was high in the inflamed microbial abscess. The
produced oxygen microbubbles could be visualized by ultrasound
imaging, and thus indicated the diseased location. Moreover, the
suitable use of the recognition elements toward a certain kind of
microorganism enables the selective recognition of the microor-
ganism. Typically, concanavalin A (ConA), a kind of lectin, can
specifically target gram-negative bacteria193. Campuzano and
coworkers194 fabricated a kind of microtubular motor modified
with ConA for specific identification and isolation of gram-
negative bacteria. The self-propelled motor powered by the
decomposition of H2O2 could recognize E. coli bacteria in the
samples while the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells could not be
captured. Recently, MNMs were also used for virus infections
monitor. Draz and coworkers195 fabricated a nanomotor-based
bead motion cellphone (NBC) system to detect the Zika virus
rapidly. The presence of the virus induced the assembling of Pt
nanomotors onto the surface of 3 mm polystyrene (PS) beads. The
formed immunocomplex could be propelled in the presence of
H2O2 and the velocity was measured by a cellphone with an op-
tical attachment and a motion tracking application (Fig. 8C). The
movement speed was directly related to the concentration of the
virus.

4.3.3. Imaging
MNMs can also be employed in imaging for diagnosis to obtain
images with high details. For instance, MNMs have been
considered active diagnostic agents for enhanced magnetic reso-
nance imaging of tumor tissues in vivo196. The developed nano-
motors were able to actively target, adhere and perforate tumor
cells, and thus improve cellular uptake and MR imaging. In
addition, in vivo studies revealed high accumulation and deep
penetration of the nanomotors in the solid tumor model, notably
enhancing the MR imaging contrast in the majority of the tumor
tissue (Fig. 8D). Therefore, MNMs would provide a novel strategy
for precise cancer diagnosis and MR imaging offers a tracking
approach of nanomotors in vivo. Besides, MNMs also demonstrate
enhanced performance in ultrasonic imaging. Feng et al.197 suc-
ceeded in improving the contrast of ultrasonic imaging using a
multi-responsive Mg/Ni micromotor. The component Ni provided
magnetic navigation of the motor to the targeted lesion while Mg
offered strong propulsion based on the spontaneous Mg-water
reaction in the acid-base environment. The generated H2 micro-
bubbles could be used for ultrasonic imaging. Meanwhile, these



Figure 8 MNMs for diagnosis. (A) MNMs for external biopsy in a liver tissue from a model organ system, and RNA retrieval from captured

cells. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 188. Copyright ª 2010 American Chemical Society; (B) capture of biological Raman signals of the

cancer cells using photocatalytically powered match-like nanomotors. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 131. Copyright ª 2018

WileyeVCH; (C) the detection of Zika virus by the change in the velocity of Pt-nanomotors. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 195.

Copyright ª 2018 American Chemical Society; (D) MNMs as active diagnostic imaging agents for enhanced magnetic resonance imaging of

tumor tissues. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 196. Copyright ª 2021 WileyeVCH.
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micromotors were possible to move towards nodes or antinodes
and form aggregates with concentrated bubbles in the presence of
an ultrasound field, resulting in enhanced ultrasonic contrast.

4.4. Minimally invasive microsurgery

In the 1980s, the concept of minimally invasive surgery with
smaller cuts or incisions emerged, which mainly expects a precise,
safe and effective surgical procedure198. As emerging miniatur-
ized devices, MNMs capable of active motion and superior
controllability are suitable for microsurgery, thus offering more
precise operations, shorter recovery time and less postoperative
pain199.

Solovev’s team200 developed a rolled-up nanomotor that was
able to achieve surgical tasks towards a single cell. The motor
consisted of catalytic InGaAs/GaAs/(Cr)Pt components, in which
Pt could catalyze the decomposition of H2O2 and provide efficient
power for movement with speeds as high as 180 mm/s. The rolled-
up motor with cylindrical shape moved in a straight line, while the
asymmetrically rolled-up shape permitted a powerful corkscrew-
like moving pattern, enabling effective drilling into substrates
such as a single cell (Fig. 9A). However, as high concentration of
H2O2 is toxic for body, the same team developed a magnetic
microtool for microsurgery43. By tuning the frequency of the
applied magnetic field, a stabbing/drill-like manner towards a
single cell was achieved. Recently, Jin et al.201 succeeded in
manipulating individual or a few cells using a thermo/magnetic-
responsive microrobot. They engineered this system with SiO/
SiO2 as the differential stress layer, and paraffin for thermally
facilitating the release of the stored differential stress. The
bending rigidity of the wax layer was sensitive to temperature, and
it would decrease as the temperature increased, leading to the
grasping action. Meanwhile, a magnetic layer was introduced to
allow remote magnetic control. In cell environments, this micro-
robot could perform a series of precise surgical procedures,
including grasping a single cell or a few cells upon temperature
increase, and dragging the cells away by magnetic control
(Fig. 9B). However, it is worth noting that as this active action can
achieve physical manipulation towards a cell, it should be per-
formed very carefully otherwise it may cause harm to normal cells
or tissues.

In addition to cell level, MNMs also showed potential ex vivo
and in vivo applications in the field of minimally invasive surgery.
For traditional invasive surgery towards a body, procedures are
normally hard to operate in deep tissue regions. With miniaturized
structures and powerful penetration ability, MNMs offer signifi-
cant opportunities to achieve non-invasive surgery. Xi et al.53 built
a magnetic micromotor that could drill and perform incision op-
erations toward porcine liver tissue. This micromotor was fabri-
cated with Ti/Cr/Fe components, where Fe provided magnetic
functions and Ti/Cr facilitated rolled-up morphology. With an
external magnetic field, this tubular microdriller could be
manipulated from lying to walking, offering drilling operations for
surgery. The controllable drilling manner could last from tens of
minutes to a few hours, thus incising holes effectively toward the
tissue (Fig. 9C). Apart from the magnetic field, ultrasound is also



Figure 9 MNMs for minimally invasive microsurgery. (A) A self-propelled nanotool that drilled into a cell. Reprinted with the permission from

Ref. 200. Copyright ª 2012 American Chemical Society; (B) a thermo/magnetic-responsive micromotor for manipulating a single cell or a few

cells. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 201. Copyright ª 2020 American Chemical Society; (C) a magnetic micromotor that drilled and

performed incision operations toward a porcine liver tissue. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 53. Copyright ª 2013 Royal Society of

Chemistry; (D) a PFC-loaded microbullet propelled by ultrasound for penetrating, cleaving and expanding a tissue. Reprinted with the permission

from Ref. 52. Copyright ª 2012 WileyeVCH; (E) An implantable micromotor enabling rotational movements and drug delivery in a living rabbit

eye. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 202. Copyright ª 2014 WileyeVCH; (F) A star-shaped tetherless microgripper. Reprinted with the

permission from Ref. 203. Copyright ª 2013 WileyeVCH.
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considered a strong energy source for driving a motor. Kagan
et al.52 reported a powerful perfluorocarbon (PFC)-loaded
microbullet propelled by ultrasound for non-invasive precision
nanosurgery, including penetrating, cleaving and expanding a
tissue. The micromotor was first prepared by rolled-up nano-
fabrication techniques with an embedded Ni magnetic layer and
an inner Au layer. The Ni permitted a convenient purification
process as well as wirelessly magnetic-guided precision steering,
while the Au layer allowed cysteamine conjugation for the
attachment of PFC emulsion. Under the ultrasound, PFC droplets
vaporized and ejected the motor like a bullet, with a significant
high speed of over 6 m/s (160,000 body lengths per second). This
remarkable speed and resulting force enabled strong tissue
piercing, deep penetration and cleaving capabilities (Fig. 9D). In
the field of eye diseases, Chatzipirpiridis and coworkers202 re-
ported a kind of implantable micromotor for wireless ophthal-
mologic surgery. The motor was constructed through an
electroforming approach with CoNi ingredients for magnetic field-
powered propulsion. Through a needle, this motor could be
injected into the central vitreous humor of a living rabbit eye.
When subjected to magnetic torques and forces, the motor was
able to perform intravitreal operations including rotation and
translation. These controllable operations along with the conve-
nient approach, indicated a promising minimally invasive surgery
strategy for ophthalmologic diseases (Fig. 9E).

In addition, MNMs also demonstrated great potential for sur-
gery on gastroenterological diseases. A set of tetherless
microgrippers have been developed for gastroenterological sur-
gery in live animals189,203. Tetherless microgrippers are a kind of
important microrobots for minimally invasive surgery. As con-
ventional microgrippers are tethered and have restricted minia-
turization and maneuverability, untethered microgrippers are
usually navigated by wireless external fields and actuated by body
stimuli (e.g., temperature), offering great chances to perform
precise microsurgery in a narrow tissue space204. For instance,
Gultepe et al.203 fabricated a star-shaped tetherless microgripper
that could reach a narrow bile duct and perform precise actions.
Engineered with chromium and gold bilayer hinges, this micro-
gripper was powered by the residual stress in the hinges which
was constrained via a thermal polymeric trigger. Upon exposure to
body temperature, the polymer became soft and the hinges
launched spontaneous curving, leading to gripping action. After
being delivered by a catheter into the biliary orifice, this device
was able to perform gripping and excising manners in a hard-to-
reach place (Fig. 9F). Such tether-free microsurgical tools
enabled precise surgical procedures with minimal trauma.

4.5. Targeted cargo delivery

In view of the defects of traditional drug delivery systems, such as
short drug retention time and poor tissue permeability, active
MNMs loaded with drugs can improve cellular uptake with the
help of autonomous movement and penetrate physiological bar-
riers, thus enabling enhanced therapeutic effect205,206. It should be
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noted that the drugs here are not limited to traditional small
molecule drugs, but also include photothermal therapeutic agents,
functional proteins, cells (sperm), etc207e210.

Normally the pathological microenvironment and the structural
characteristics of diseased organs or tissues vary, which determine
the selection of administration approach for a certain disease.
Using the gastric acid provided by the gastrointestinal environ-
ment, acid-powered MNMs with high loading capacity and non-
toxic self-destruction property are becoming the focus of current
research. The drug-loaded micromotors developed by re-
searchers49,211,212 could be effectively embedded into the mucosal
lining of gastrointestinal tissue due to autonomous movement,
which further prolonged the drug residence time and thus
enhanced the therapeutic effect. Later, Li et al.213 designed a
magnesium-based micromotor capable of propelling in gastric
juice by rapid consumption of local protons. By automatic and
temporary neutralization of gastric acid, this system became an
attractive alternative to proton pump inhibitors. In addition, the
surface of this micromotor was coated with cargoes containing a
pH-responsive polymer layer, enabling the site-specific drug
release without causing obvious acute toxicity or affecting gastric
function. On this basis, the same team212 further developed a drug-
loaded magnesium micromotor that could neutralize gastric acid
and treat gastrointestinal Helicobacter pylori infection in a mouse
model without using proton pump inhibitors (Fig. 10A). In this
motor, the commercial antibiotic drug clarithromycin (CLR) was
loaded with high efficiency to kill H. pylori. Besides, the active
propulsion of the micromotor could enhance the retention of the
drug in the stomach, resulting in improved in vivo therapeutic
effects. To achieve acidic gastric resistance, the same group211

developed another magnesium-based motor modified by enteric
coating for the intestinal application. The enteric polymer coating
enabled the survival of motors in an acidic gastric juice environ-
ment (pH 1e3) and the motion activation in intestinal fluid (pH
6e7). Thus, penetration and retention in the intestine could be
realized, providing the possibility of personalized treatment. Be-
sides active drug delivery, Wei et al.214 further modified magne-
sium micromotors with bionic cell membranes for active delivery
of an oral antiviral vaccine. When administered orally to experi-
mental mice, the active propulsion of the micromotor could
greatly improve the retention and absorption of antigen substances
in the small intestine (Fig. 10B), thus promoting enhanced
mucosal immunity.

For cardiovascular diseases, venous thrombosis and athero-
sclerosis (AS) seriously threaten the health of patients. The clin-
ical drugs for the treatment of these diseases have some
disadvantages such as short half-life, low bioavailability and poor
penetration at the thrombus sites. To achieve short-term throm-
bolysis and long-term anticoagulation, Wan et al.82 reported a
platelet membrane-modified nanomotor with a hierarchical pore
structure, which was loaded with the clinical thrombolytic drug
urokinase and anticoagulant drug heparin (Fig. 10C). Based on the
in vitro test, the penetration depth of these nanomotors in
thrombus was increased almost 3 times when compared with that
of passive counterparts. And the retention rate of the active
nanomotor was also improved. Moreover, unlike the frequent
administration used in the clinic, this motor achieved sequential
drug release, including the rapid release of urokinase and slow
release of heparin. This allows short-time thrombolysis and long-
term anticoagulation. Besides, they also constructed a NO-driven
nanomotor to enhance endothelial function, reduce AS plaque
lipid deposition and foam cell formation215. The immobilized gold
nanoparticles on the surface of this nanomotor with photothermal
conversion further endowed NIR light-driven motion capability
and ablation effect of plaque inflammatory macrophages. The
designed nanomotors with dual-driving modes could promote the
penetration and retention of therapeutic agents, as well as multi-
channel regulation of the atherosclerotic pathological
microenvironment.

There are still many difficulties in the treatment of tumors by
traditional nanocarriers mainly due to the existing physical ob-
stacles encountered in solid tumors, such as abnormal blood
supply, elevated interstitial pressure and large transmission dis-
tance in tumor stroma216,217. Ye and coworkers218 constructed a
DNase-functionalized Janus nanomotor system powered by
extremely low levels of DNA (nmol/L to mmol/L). The nano-
motors exhibited chemotaxis towards DNA gradient generated by
apoptotic tumor cells, which promises to shed new light on tumor
diagnosis and therapy. Moreover, Wan et al.44 reported a
nanomotor-based strategy to improve the chemotherapeutic effi-
cacy of the solid tumor. During the fabrication process, the clinical
drug adriamycin was loaded in the nanomotor, along with folic
acid for tumor targeting and L-arginine for the moving fuel. With
the help of the autonomous movement driven by NO (produced by
the decomposition of L-arginine), the motor realized deep pene-
tration of drugs and effective reversal of multidrug resistance in
tumors (Fig. 10D). Subsequently, the same group219 extended the
application to cancer immunotherapy. They developed a similar
NO-driven nanomotor for the normalization of tumor blood ves-
sels and the degradation of endogenous extracellular matrix, thus
significantly promoting the tumor infiltration ability of immune
cells in vivo. In addition, Li and coworkers220 developed a nano-
motor based on DNA origami technology. The motors could
accurately locate tumor cells with thrombin, block the blood
supply to inhibit tumor growth and metastasis without causing an
obvious immune response, which is potential for many types of
tumors. Besides, MNMs also demonstrated great potential for
brain tumors. Deng et al.221 designed and applied natural-killer-
cell-inspired nanorobots with aggregation-induced emission
characteristics for diagnosis and treatment of glioma. The nano-
motors could penetrate the BBB efficiently, diagnose glioma with
high contrast, and achieve effective photothermal therapy for
glioma.
5. Future perspective and challenges

Medical MNMs may access hard-to-reach parts of the body and
promise broad potential applications in the field of biomedicine
owing to their micro-/nano size and active motion abilities. To
meet the practical medical application, in this review, we sum-
marized and discussed many challenges and relevant break-
throughs in medical MNMs not only in the design and fabrication
but also in the various bio-applications. However, it is still difficult
to overcome the biological barriers, and the existing technologies
of navigation and real-time tracking could not meet the practical
requirements in vivo. To address the issues, further developments
of MNMs should be executed.

Biocompatibility and biodegradability are the basic principles
of medical MNMs. Biocompatible and biodegradable synthetic or



Figure 10 MNMs for targeted cargo delivery. (A) Drug-loaded Mg-based micromotors for treatment of stomach infection. Reprinted with the

permission from Ref. 212. Copyrightª 2017 Nature Publishing Group; (B) a micromotor enabling active delivery of antigens for oral vaccination.

Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 214. Copyright ª 2019 American Chemical Society; (C) a nanomotor loaded with thrombolytic and

anticoagulant drugs to achieve short-term thrombolysis and long-term anticoagulation. Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 82. Copyright ª
2020 American Association for the Advancement of Science; (D) adriamycin/folic acid/L-arginine nanomotors for enhanced tumor chemotherapy.

Reprinted with the permission from Ref. 44. Copyright ª 2020 WileyeVCH.
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natural materials should be used as building blocks for the design
of MNMs. Fortunately, scientists have been aware of this and
initiated some works, such as the incorporation of biocompatible
and biodegradable polymers (PEG, PLGA, PCL) while fabricating
medical MNMs. However, more basic needs to be clarified,
including the biodegradable manners, the pharmacokinetics, the
relations between the in vivo behavior and the property of the used
materials, etc. Moreover, chemical propulsion should choose non-
toxic fuel especially endogenous substrate, and fuel-free propul-
sion should also avoid the potential damage to normal tissues. For
example, endogenous substrates including H2O, gastric acid, urea,
glucose, etc., need more attention, and the effective propulsion of
MNMs at the in vivo substrate level is supposed to be guaranteed.
Besides, when using fuel-free strategies, the in vitro and in vivo
safety intensity or parameters of the applied fields have to be
optimized in detail. Towards the biological environment, the
conditions of navigation are harsh for MNMs. Many navigation
strategies which work well in vitro are unsuitable in bodies due to
the various biological barriers. Therefore, a disease-specific
strategy that is possible to overcome the surrounding biological
barrier and microenvironment is necessary for MNMs. For
example, MNMs aiming for glioma therapy should overcome the
BBB, and MNMs which are designed for thrombolysis should
avoid the immune clearance and overcome the hemorheological
barrier. Overcoming these barriers can increase the accumulation
of MNMs at the target sites, leading to enhanced therapeutic ef-
ficacy. On the other hand, the research on navigation and over-
coming biological barriers cannot be separated from real-time
tracking. The present technologies, such as fluorescence imaging,
ultrasonic imaging and magnetic resonance imaging, still have
quite some limitations in tracking speed, penetration depth, or
other aspects. Therefore, in the complex biological environment,
medical MNMs still face multiple challenges. With more sys-
tematic and accurate studies, it is believed that the medical MNMs
will meet the practical medical application and carry out tasks of
diagnosis and therapy.
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